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On Location Privacy-Preserving Online Double
Auction for Electric Vehicles in Microgrids

Donghe Li, Qingyu Yang, Dou An , Wei Yu , Xinyu Yang , and Xinwen Fu

Abstract—In this paper, we address the issue of demand
response (DR) in microgrids via vehicle-to-vehicle technology
in the smart grid with consideration for location privacy pro-
tection supported by Internet of Vehicles. To enable effective
DR, the online double auction is a viable approach to support
energy trading between electric vehicles (EVs) that have surplus
or insufficient energy, while the utility of each participant can
be considered. Nonetheless, there are three primary challenges
in designing such an online double auction approach. First, as
EVs are allowed to enter the market at any time, the auction-
eer should make the best decision without further information
about bids and asks. Second, as EVs are allowed to enter the
market in different places, the auctioneer should perform rout-
ing optimization for EV charging after determining the winner.
Third, there is a risk of leakage in the location of EVs that needs
to be protected. To tackle these issues, we present a new truthful
online double auction scheme, which features multiunit energy
trading among EVs, routing optimization for EV charging, and
location privacy protection. We conduct a theoretical analysis and
demonstrate that our online double auction scheme is capable of
achieving several important economic properties as well as the
privacy guarantee (i.e., k-anonymity). Our experimental results
show that the proposed scheme can achieve good performance
with respect to social welfare, satisfaction ratio, total profit of
EV owners, peak load shifting, state of charge, driving distance
satisfaction, and computing time, and can further ensure location
privacy protection.

Index Terms—Demand response (DR), Internet of Things
(IoT), Internet of Vehicles (IoV), k-anonymity, location privacy
and protection, online double auction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of Internet of Things
(IoT) technologies, billions of IoT devices

(sensors, actuators, etc.) will be connected and support
numerous smart-world systems [1]–[5]. Particularly, an
Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [6], as a notable application of
IoT, enables information exchange among vehicles and offers
exceptional research and commercial value by sharing the
information of vehicles. Additionally, IoV aligns with the
future smart city’s objectives of green, sustainable, and
economic development [4], [7].

Demand response (DR) plays a key role in the smart city
to balance intermittent distributed generation and growing
demand in the smart grid [8], [9]. Particularly, electric vehi-
cles (EVs) could be used as free energy storage to benefit
the DR in microgrids, which is a typical smart-world applica-
tions driven by IoT technologies [1], [3]. There have been
a number of research efforts devoted to the scheduling of
EVs to prevent microgrids from experiencing outages, sup-
ported by IoV technologies [10]–[12]. Nonetheless, most of
the scheduling schemes are centralized, meaning that to bene-
fit the microgrid, EVs should follow the dispatch obtained by
the central controller. By doing so, the EV owner’s individual
willingness is ignored.

In contrast, auctions, as effective and economically driven
methods, have been considered to be a viable solution to tackle
resource allocation problems in different areas of study. For
instance, a number of research efforts have been devoted to
leverage auctions to conduct resource allocation in wireless
networks, mobile crowdsourcing, and power grids [13]–[15].
Unlike other auction markets, in the V2G-based EV charg-
ing auction market that this paper focuses on, the location
information of the EVs is used to determine the alloca-
tion of the auction process. To be specific, the EV owners
submit their valuations, demand, and/or supply of electric-
ity with concern for the distance between the parking lots
and their current locations or destinations. After collecting
all the bids, the auctioneer determines the winner EVs, and
then allocates corresponding parking lots for the winners
according to their current locations. This can be consid-
ered as a specific location-based service (LBS) for finding
the best parking lots for the EVs to conduct charging and
discharging.

Although such an LBS supported by IoV can provide a
convenient service to the EVs, the location information of EVs
can be collected by some untrusted LBSs, or hijacked by some
adversaries, posing serious threats to EV privacy. With the
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obtained location information, the adversary could further infer
the personally sensitive information of EVs, including home
location, work location, hobbies, heath conditions, and others.
Location privacy has been a growing research area, with a
number of research efforts devoted to the topic from a variety
of perspectives [16], [17]. Representative privacy protection
schemes include k-anonymity [16], [18], obfuscation [19],
differential privacy [17], [20], and so on. Particularly,
k-anonymity is one of the most popular strategies to protect
location privacy, and has been used in numerous systems,
including mobile networking [21] and spectrum manage-
ment [22], among others.

Unfortunately, there are no existing location privacy-
preserving schemes that can be directly applied to the energy
trading market, which consists of multiple buyers/sellers, and
where the EVs are allowed to arrive in and depart the market
in a randomly feature. In this paper, we design a k-anonymity
location privacy-preserving online double auction scheme,
which is capable of addressing the issues of optimal schedul-
ing of EV charging and the protection of EV owner location
privacy. Nonetheless, there are several challenges in designing
such a scheme. First, we consider a system that consists of
multiple parking lots available to EVs, rather than only a single
available parking lot as in [23]. Thus, the auctioneer must not
only make the decisions of which participants are winners, but
also must to determine the best parking lot that a winner should
use. Second, to achieve k-anonymity, there must be at least k
EVs, which cannot be identified in an anonymously configured
set. Nonetheless, as not all the participants have the same level
of privacy requirements, constructing anonymity sets for these
participants who have different privacy requirements remains
a challenging problem.

To tackle the above challenges, the main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows.

1) Energy Trading Market for EVs: To tackle with the
energy trading issue among multiple buyers and sell-
ers in a microgrid, we propose a novel EV market
model via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) technology, which
consists of multiple EVs acting as auction participants,
as well as multiple parking lots acting as the trad-
ing platform for energy sharing. The proposed market
can not only support free energy trading between EVs,
but also help to increase the amount of energy sup-
ply available for a microgrid that is experiencing an
outage.

2) Novel Location Privacy-Preserving Online Double
Auction Scheme: We present a novel k-anonymity loca-
tion privacy-preserving online double auction scheme to
determine the winning EVs in the auction market. In this
scheme, we first use the cloaking area to protect buyer
EV’s location privacy. We then design a valid price-
based online double auction mechanism to determine
the winners with their payments. A multiobjective mixed
programming mechanism has been developed to deter-
mine the winners for electricity allocation and parking
lot assignment. Via theoretical analysis, we prove that
our scheme satisfies several economic properties, along
with the privacy protection guarantee (i.e., k-anonymity).

Fig. 1. System model.

3) Extensive Evaluation and Discussion: We evaluate the
performance of extensive experiments conducted in a
simulated microgrid environment, implementing a num-
ber of EVs participating in the auction market, carried
out in a city scenario. The evaluation results demon-
strate that our scheme provides desirable performance
with respect to economic properties [e.g., social wel-
fare (SW), satisfaction ratio (SR), total profits of EV
owners, peak load shifting, state of charge (SoC), dis-
tance satisfaction (DS), and computing time], as well as
the privacy leakage protection. In addition, we discuss
several extensions and future directions with respect to
privacy protection and application scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the system model, adversary model,
and problem formalization. In Section IV, we present our
location privacy-preserving online double auction scheme that
achieves both the desired economic properties and privacy
guarantee (i.e., k-anonymity). In Section V, we provide the the-
oretical analysis. In Section VI, we describe the performance
evaluation results. In Section VII, we discuss some future
directions and extensions of this paper. In Section VIII, we
conduct a literature review. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section IX.

II. MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

In the following, we first present the system and threat
models and then introduce present the problem formalization.

A. System Model

As is shown in Fig. 1, the system model in this paper
includes in a microgrid, EVs, a microgrid center controller
(MGCC), and parking lots. In this model, EVs that have sur-
plus and insufficient energy are regarded as sellers and buyers,
while the MGCC is the auctioneer that coordinates and con-
trols the auction process, and the parking lots act as the place
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for conducting energy distribution as the result of the energy
trading process.

To make the investigated auction market realistic, we
consider the following assumptions. First, we assume that the
seller EVs are located in specific parking lots and do not move
during the bidding time slot. The buyer EVs are located in dif-
ferent places, and we assume that a buyer’s location remains
unchanged during the time slot of the auction process. Second,
we assume that the EVs are only allowed to misreport their
bidding information in arriving/departure time and valuation.
Specifically, we assume that the EVs are rational, such that
they would not misreport an early arriving time and a later
departure time. The reason is that, if the winner reports an
earlier arrival time or latter departure time, they will not win
the bids, due to the fact that the EVs have not arrived or
have already left. Finally, we assume that the transmission
loss among EVs is ignored.

In the auction market, we assume that the microgrid runs
during an outage, when no electricity can be supplied for EV
charging. The system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. As
shown in the figure, the EVs that are unoccupied and have
surplus energy act as sellers. They can sell extra electricity to
other EVs via V2V technology and obtain reimbursement. The
EVs that need to be charged urgently act as buyers. The park-
ing lots act as the charging/discharging platform to enable the
energy transactions between EVs. Notice that the sellers are
fixed in specified parking lots, while the buyers have no such
restrictions. The EVs submit the bidding information (arrival
time, departure time, supply volume, valuation, and location)
to the auctioneer via the bidding devices (i.e., smart phones),
denoted as bidding agents, to the MGCC. Then, the MGCC
makes the final decision to determine the winners with the
consideration of maximizing SW.

Notice that the existing technologies make the auction
scheme feasible. For example, Liu et al. [24] introduced the
V2V technology that ensures EVs to transfer their energy by
a bidirectional charger, and then distribute the energy among
EVs by a controller. In addition, the fast charging reservation
system that enables the EVs owners send charging requests
has been widely used [25]. All the above technologies raise
the potential of using the scheme proposed in this paper.

B. Adversary Model

In the auction market, the MGCC can not only determine
the winners of the auction process, but also provides the LBS.
Through LBS, the accurate location information of buyer EVs
is obtained via the bidding device (i.e., bidding agent). We
assume that buyer EVs cannot misrepresent the location infor-
mation. The communications and storage associated with the
location information are not fully secure and can be compro-
mised by the adversary such that the adversary can access the
location information. Because the location information con-
tains the sensitive information of the EV owners, once obtained
by the adversary, the EV owners’ sensitive data could be fur-
ther exposed. For instance, the adversary will infer the person’s
hobbies or the health condition by the locations (e.g., the
entertainment place and the specialized hospital). Then, the

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

adversary can send targeted marketing to bidders to profit.
Furthermore, if the adversary obtains a bidder’s home address
or company address, the bidder’s personal safety could be
threatened.

There are two types of the adversaries who aim to obtain
the locations of buyer EV. The first is external adversaries
and the second is internal adversaries. The external adversary
is capable of compromising the communication or location
storage to obtain the location information of buyer EVs from
the bidding information. The internal adversary is considered
as the curious-but-honest auctioneer, which has access to the
location information of EVs. Curious-but-honest means that
the auctioneer honestly conducts the auction process, but it is
interested in obtaining the private information of EVs [26]. In
this paper, we assume that the adversary is the auctioneer (i.e.,
MGCC) which belongs to internal adversary. The auctioneer
is semi-trustworthy from the perspective of the EV owners,
which means that the auctioneer is curious about the EVs’
location information, but will carry out the auction truthfully.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we will first present the key notations that
are used in this paper, and then introduce the objectives of this
paper.

A. Notations

In the following, we first define the key notations that are
used in this paper. The list of key notations in this paper can
be found in Table I.

In the online double auction process, we consider that time
is slotted and expressed as T = {1, 2, . . . , t, . . .}. Denote inte-
ger set M, B, and S as all the EVs, buyer EVs and seller EVs,
respectively, which participate in the auction market at time
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slot t. Denote integer set [L] as the available parking lots. For
EV i ∈ M, denote tai and tdi as the arrival time and departure
time, respectively. Denote bi as EV i’s valuation of per unit
electricity and di as the demand/supply electricity. In addition,
denote (xi, yi) as the location coordination of buyer EV i ∈ B.
As the EVs are not allowed to stay in the auction market for
infinite time, we denote ω as waiting patience which represents
the maximum stay time of the EVs. Notice that the waiting
patience is a set value for the auction market and each par-
ticipant must comply. In the conclusion, the type of the EVs
can be expressed as θ = (tai, tdi, bi, di, (xi, yi)). Moreover,
some strategic EV owners may lie about their bidding infor-
mation to gain some benefit or competitive advantage. We
define misreported types as θi.

The transaction rules of our online double auction can be
expressed as: (Q, Y, G), where Q = {Qi

t(θ t)|t ∈ T, i ∈ M}
represents the allocation rule, Y = {Yi

t(θ t)|t ∈ T, i ∈ M}
represents the payment rule, and G = {Gi

t|t ∈ T, i ∈ B} is
the buyer’s parking lot assignment. The element Qi

t(θ t) ∈ R
denotes the amount of electricity that the EV i wins during the
period of t, while Yi

t(θ t) ∈ R denotes the EV i’s the payment
of per unit electricity during the period of t, respectively. Also,
Gi

t ∈ L denotes the assigned parking lot identifier.
It is worth mentioning that, for convenience in explanation

of our auction scheme, in the remainder of this paper, we use
the positive value of valuation bi and payment Yi

t to represent
buyers, and negative values of bi and Yi

t to represent sellers.

B. Objectives

In the following, we will first introduce the definition of
utility, and then introduce two main objectives of this paper,
as well as several economic properties.

Definition 1 (Utility): The utility of an EV can be expressed
as the difference between its bid and the actual payment or
remuneration as follows:
⎧
⎨

⎩

Ui(θi) = ∑
t∈T

(
bi − Yi

t
(
θ t
))

Qi
t
(
θ t
)
, i ∈ S

Ui(θi) = ∑
t∈T
{(bi − Yi

t
(
θ t
))

Qi
t
(
θ t
)− rPLBi,Gi

t}, i ∈ B.

(1)

Here, bi is the valuation of EV i, and Qi
t(θ t), Yi

t(θ t)

and Gi
t are the actual trading amounts, the actual unit

payment/reimbursement of EV i, and the charging parking
lot identifier for EV i, respectively. Also, PLBi,Gi

t repre-
sents the buyer’s charging path, and r represents the cost per
kilometer. Obviously, both the sellers and buyers are seek-
ing the maximum utilities in order to gain their greatest
benefits.

In this paper, there are two main objectives to be achieved:
one is SW and the other is k-anonymity-based location privacy
preservation. In the following, we present the definitions of
SW and k-anonymity.

Definition 2 (SW): Typically, SW is denoted as the
summation of utilities for both buyers and sellers and the profit
of the auctioneer.

Thus, in the case, where the EVs’ bidding is truthful,
designing an effective online double auction scheme is

equivalent to solving the problem of SW maximization (SWM)
as follows:

max
∑

t∈T

(
∑

i∈B

(
biQi

t(θ t)+ rPLBi,Gi
t
)+

∑

t∈S

biQi
t(θ t)

)

(2)

S.t.
∑

i∈B,Gi
t=l

Qi
t(θ t) =

∑

i∈S,PLSi=l

Qi
t(θ t) ∀t ∈ T; ∀l ∈ L

∑

t∈[tai,tdi]

Qi
t(θ t) ≤ di ∀i ∈ M

Qi
t(θ t) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ M; ∀t ∈ T

(
bi − Yi

t(θ t))Qi
t(θ t)− rPLBi,Gi

t ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ B. (3)

Here, the objective is the total summation of the utilities of
buyers and sellers, the first and the second constraints indicate
that energy balance in the parking lot and transaction volume
of each EV should be limited. The third constraint indicates
that EV’s allocation is greater than 0, and the last constraint
ensures the buyer cannot obtain a less than zero utility.

Definition 3 (k-Anonymity): The k-anonymity ensures that
one bidder cannot be identified from at least other k − 1 bid-
ders by the adversary. In other works, the adversary cannot
distinguish an individual with a probability higher than 1/k.

To achieve k-anonymity, existing schemes can be catego-
rized into two groups: 1) identifier anonymity [22], [27] and
2) location anonymity. To be specific, the identifier anonymity-
based strategy hides the bidders’ real identifier and the related
location information with a pseudonym. In this way, the
adversary cannot determine the relationship between specific
locations and k EVs. Nonetheless, in the identifier anonymity-
based schemes, there must be a trusted third party to hide the
bidder’s real identifier and sometime the trust third party is
hard to realize in real-world practice. It is worth mentioning
that the adversary could also link the identifiers of users and
related location data via correlating the historical pseudonym
or other information [28].

In contrast, the location anonymity-based strategy hides
a bidder’s exact location in a geographical area, which is
defined as the cloaking area. In such an area, there are at
least k − 1 other bidders. Under such a privacy protection
strategy, the adversary can only obtain the bidder’s approx-
imate location covered by the cloaking area, instead of the
exact location, even if the adversary obtains the locations
by some other means (e.g., compromising the communication
link or data storage). In the remainder of this paper, we con-
sider leveraging a location anonymity-based strategy to protect
buyer EV’s location privacy. Nonetheless, our designed auc-
tion scheme is generic and other privacy protection strategies
can be integrated.

In addition to the two main objectives, as an effective auc-
tion scheme, the following economic characteristics must be
ensured.

1) Incentive Compatibility: It indicates that EVs are able
to achieve the maximum SW if and only if types are
truthful reported.

2) Individual Rationality: It indicates that EVs will earn
non-negative profit in the auction process.
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Fig. 2. Auction system architecture.

3) Weak Budget Balance: It indicates that the total payment
of all the buyers should be equal to or larger than the
total reimbursement.

IV. OUR APPROACH

In this section, we introduce the details of the location-
preserving online double auction scheme using k-anonymity.
As mentioned before, there are two objectives to be achieved:
1) SWM and 2) location privacy preservation. The above two
objectives are solved interdependently. Specifically, we first
design a winner determination rule and an allocation rule for
the auctioneer to achieve SWM. We then design a bidding
strategy for the bidders while protecting their location privacy.

As shown in Fig. 2, there are three key components in the
auction-based market: 1) bidding; 2) winner determination;
and 3) allocation. In the winning determination component
and the allocation component, the auctioneer aims to maximize
the SW of the auction market, recalling to (2). Specifically, in
the winner determination component, we design a valid price-
based mechanism to make the optimal decision on the winners
and their payments aiming at maximizing the SW. Then, in
the allocation process, we design a multiobjective mixed pro-
gramming problem, which aims to maximize the SW, and the
auctioneer will make the optimal allocation of the winners by
solving the problem. Further, in the bidding component, the
bidder chooses a privacy degree, and the bidding device (i.e.,
bidding agent), and then selects the corresponding cloaking
area to hide the real location of the bidder.

A. Bidding

In the following, we detail the bidding component, in which
the cloaking area is selected and included in the bidding rule,
which can help the EVs to protect their location information.
We now formally introduce the definitions of cloaking area.

Definition 4 (Cloaking Area): Cloaking area is defined as
an area and the EVs in the same clocking area will submit a
same location. Via the defined cloaking area, the locations of
EVs can be protected. In the city area that we focus on, the
cloaking area can be determined by district or street naturally.

Notice that the privacy requirement of EV is different. It
is expected that a stronger privacy protection always leads
to a worse performance in LBS results. The reason for this
is that, the larger the cloaking area is, the more EVs are

Fig. 3. Area.

located in the area. Thus, for the adversary, it becomes more
difficult to distinguish a buyer in such a larger cloaking area.
On the other hand, a larger area will make the location of
EVs more ambiguous, which results in a worse performance
of LBS. Next, we will use privacy degree to express the dif-
ferent requirements of the privacy protection. A low privacy
degree means the EV prefers weak privacy protection, while
a high privacy degree means the EV prefers strong privacy
protection. In this paper, we define the three privacy lev-
els as first (street), second (commercial district), and third
(street district).

We now introduce the detailed steps in the bidding
component.

First, the auctioneer releases the coordinates of the avail-
able parking lots l ∈ L as (Xl, Yl), and the available privacy
levels that determine cloaking areas via the EV communica-
tion devices (denoted as the bidding agents). Then, the buyer
EVs and seller EVs construct their bidding information as
θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, xi, yi, εi) and θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, PLSi),
respectively, where tai represents arriving time, tdi repre-
sents departure time, bi represents valuation, di represents
demand/supply capacity, (xi, yi) represents current location
coordinates, εi represents the buyers privacy degree, and PLSi

represent the parking lot, where the seller is located. After
that, EVs send the information to the bidding agent.

Second, the bidding agent helps hide the buyer EV location
information using the cloaking area. After receiving the buy-
ers’ bidding information, the bidding agent first determines the
corresponding cloaking area Aε

o that the EV belongs to based
on its exact location coordinates (xi, yi) with the reported
privacy degree ε. It is worth noting that at the allocation com-
ponent, the auctioneer uses the EVs’ coordinates to make the
parking lot assignments. Thus, the bidding agent gives each
buyer EV a set of virtual location coordinates (xεi

o , yεi
o ) as the

center of the cloaking area. Notice that the virtual location
of all EVs within a single cloaking area is the same. The
related process is shown in Fig. 3. Then, the bidding agent
also computes the distance from the EVs to all the parking lots

PLBi,l = D
[(

xεi
o , yεi

o

)
, (Xl, Yl)

]
(4)

where D[.] represents the Dijkstra’s distance between two
points [29].
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Algorithm 1: Bidding
Input: Buyer’s type θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, xi, yi, εi), t, (Xl, Yl), A.
Output: Buyer’s type with cloaking area θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, PLBi).

1 for i ∈ B do
2 εi → Aεi

3 for all Aεi
o do

4 if (xi, yi) → Aεi
o then

5 Aεi
o ’s center coordinates → (xεi

o , yεi
o )

6 PLBi,l ← D[(xεi
o , yεi

o ), (Xl, Yl)]
7 else

8 end
9 end

10 end
11 return θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, PLBi).

Finally, the bidding information will be submitted as θi =
(tai, tdi, bi, di, PLBi) or θi = (tai, tdi, bi, di, PLSi) from the
bidding agent to the auctioneer. The detailed procedure of the
bidding process is given in Algorithm 1. The complexity of
Algorithm 1 is O(1).

B. Winner Determination

We now introduce a valid price-based winner determination
rule, which determines the winners and their payments based
on arriving time, departure time, valuation, and demand/supply
capacity. Before introducing the detailed procedure of deter-
mining the winner, we introduce the following two definitions.

Definition 5 (Valid Price): Valid price is denoted as a
terminal price that determines the winner EVs, which is inde-
pendent of the EVs’ types. For each EV i, the valid price is
expressed as zi

t(θ t) at time slot t. The computation of the valid
price depends on all the EVs’ valuations of bi, and is updated
in the auction process. The specific derivation will be given
later.

Definition 6 (Active State): EV i is active and allowed to
trade if and only if t ∈ [tai, tdi], di >

∑
γ∈[tai,t−1] Qi

γ (θγ ) and
bi > maxγ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t−1}{zi

γ (θγ )}. The constraints illus-
trate that EV i’s demand or supply will not be fully satisfied
before time slot t, and the valuation of EV i must be larger
than the largest valid price before time slot t.

We now introduce the auction process in a single time slot t.
Step 1 (Finding Active EVs): For each EV i, if he/she follows

the constraint: t ∈ [tai, tdi], di >
∑

γ∈[tai,t−1] Qi
γ (θγ ) and

bi > maxγ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t−1}{zi
γ (θγ )}, then save the EV’s

identifier to the active sets: Ct. Notice that when t = 0, active
sets should be Ct = {i|i ∈ M, tai = 0}.

Step 2 (Calculating the Valid Price): The valid price is
derived by the following procedure. For the active buyer
j ∈ B ⊆ Ct, denote the valuation and his/her demand as bj

b

and dj
b, respectively. For the active seller j ∈ S ⊆ Ct, denote

his/her valuation and supply as bj
s and dj

b accordingly. The
auctioneer sorts the buyers in accordance with the valuation
bj

b in descending order, and the sellers in accordance with the
valuation bj

s in ascending order. The total number of buyers
and sellers are denoted as n and m, respectively.

To determine the valid price, we need to consider the
following two cases.

1) Case A: The minimum valuation of buyers is smaller
than the absolute value of the sellers’ maximum
valuation: −bn

s > bm
b

2) Case B: The buyers’ minimum valuation is higher than
the absolute value of the sellers’ maximum valuation:
−bn

s ≤ bm
b.

Case A: When the valuation of the EVs satisfies: −bn
s >

bm
b, the auctioneer needs to find a seller k and a buyer r, that

satisfies one of the following conditions:

br
b ≥ −bk

s ≥ br+1
b,

k−1∑

o=1

do
s ≤

r∑

j=1

dj
b ≤

k∑

o=1

do
s (5)

or

bk+1
s ≥ br

b ≥ −bk
s,

r−1∑

j=1

dj
b ≤

k∑

o=1

do
s ≤

r∑

j=1

dj
b. (6)

Here, bj
s and bj

b represent the valuations of active sellers and
buyers, and dj

s and dj
b represent the limitation of active sellers

and buyers, respectively,

zi
t(θ t) =

{
br

b, i ∈ B
bk

s, i ∈ S
(7)

where zi
t(θ t) represents the valid price at time slot t.

Case B: When the valuation of EVs satisfies: −bn
s ≤ bm

b.
The valid price of time slot t can be determined by

zi
t(θ t) =

{
bm

b, i ∈ B
bn

s, i ∈ S.
(8)

Obviously, the valid price zi
t(θ t) is merely related to all the

active EVs’ types at time slot t. It is independent of the arrival
and departure time, valuation, demand, or supply limitation of
the EVs after time slot t, and is independent of the valuation
of winning EVs as well.

Step 3 (Winner Determine Principle): At time slot t, the
EVs in active statuses are able to win the bids if, and only if,
their valuations are larger than the valid price: bi > zi

t(θγ ).
Then, the auctioneer will update the winning sellers at time
slot t as SWt, as well as the winning buyers as BWt.

Step 4 (Payment): The payment and reimbursement of win-
ning buyers and sellers for per unit electricity are computed
by Yi

t(θ t) = maxγ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t}(zi
γ θγ ).

The winners’ payments are decided by the other EVs that
lost the bidding. To maximize the SW, we choose the highest
valuation among the EVs that lost the bids [30]. This means
that, if an EV wants to win the bid, his/her valuation would
only help to win the bid, but would not affect the payment.
Thus, this mechanism can prevent the EVs from cheating in
the auction process.

After the winner determination process is complete, we have
the winners of the auction WSt, WBt, together with their pay-
ments Yi

t(θ t). The detailed procedure of winner determination
is shown in Algorithm 2. Its complexity is O(MT), where M
represents the number of EVs, and T represents the total time
slots.
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Algorithm 2: Winner Determination
Input: Bidding information θi.
Output: The payment rule Yi

t(θ t) and winning set WSt , WBt

1 for t = 1 to T do
2 Compute the valid price zi

t;
3 for i = 1 to M do
4 if tai ≤ t ≤ tdi and di 
= 0 and

bi > max
γ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t−1}{zi

γ (θγ )} then

5 Ct ← i;
6 else

7 end
8 if bi > zi

t then
9 WBt ← i ∈ B, WSt ← i ∈ S;

10 Yi
t(θ t)← max

γ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t−1}{zi
γ (θγ )};

11 else
12 This EV is not able to win;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 return Payment The payment rule Yi

t(θ t) and winning set WSt , WBt .

C. Allocation

After the winner determination, the electricity should be
allocated from the sellers to the buyers. Notice that the demand
and supply that EVs submit are not equal and, after the winners
are decided, the auctioneer needs to cut some of the electric-
ity demand or supply of buyers or sellers to make sure the
amounts of power supply and demand are balanced. Moreover,
the distance from the current location to the target parking
lot is essential for the buyer EVs. Thus, the objective of the
auctioneer is to find an optimal allocation of the buyer EVs’
parking lots to minimize the total EV charging distance as well
as the demand/supply sacrifice in all the parking lots. To this
end, we design a multiobjective mixed programming mecha-
nism for assigning specified parking lots to the buyer EVs in
order to minimize these two objectives: 1) charging distance
and 2) demand/supply sacrifice. Because the multiple objec-
tives could conflict with each other, we convert them into a
single objective by assigning weights to individual objectives.
By doing this, the decision-maker can adjust the weights based
on their interests and preferences.

For the objective of charging distance, we compute the total
distance between the winning buyers and parking lots

D =
∑

i∈WBt

PLBi,Gt
i

(9)

where PLB is the distance between the EV and parking lot,
and Gi

t represents the assigned parking lot of EV i.
For the objective of demand/supply sacrifice, we first com-

pute the total energy supply/demand of each parking lot l
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Supplyl =
∑

PLSi=l
di, l ∈ L

Demandl = ∑

i∈B,Gt
i=l

di, l ∈ L.
(10)

Then, the demand/supply sacrifice can be calculated as

W =
∑

l∈L

|Supplyl − Demandl|. (11)

Next, we normalize these two objectives and combine them
into a single objective by assigning weights to each.

Definition 7 (Charging Distance Weight and Demand/Supply
Sacrifice Weight): We define e1 as the weight of the charging
distance objective in the multiobjective programming, while
e2 is the weight of the demand/supply sacrifice. The auction-
eer can adjust these weights based on their preferences on
charging distance or demand/supply sacrifice.

Then, the normalized charging distance and demand/supply
sacrifice can be denoted as

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Distance = D∑

i∈WBt
minl∈L(PLBi,l)

Waste = W
| ∑

i∈WSt
di− ∑

i∈WBt
di| .

(12)

We now convert the multiobjective mixed programming
problem into a nonlinear integer programming problem as
follows:

min e1 × Distance+ e2 ×Waste (13)

s.t. Gi
t ∈ L ∀i ∈WBt

Gi
t 
= l if Supplyl = 0 ∀l ∈ L; ∀i ∈WBt

Gi
t 
= l if (bi − Yi

t(θ t))di − rPLBi,Gi
t ≤ 0

∀l ∈ L; ∀i ∈WBt.

By solving this problem, we can obtain the optimal parking
lot assignment for each buyer Gi

t. Notice that the objective is
to minimize the charging distance and demand/supply sacri-
fice. The first constraint shows that the buyers will be assigned
to a parking lot in the auction market. The second constraint
shows that if there is no winning seller in parking lot j, buyers
are not allowed to enter this parking lot. The last constraint
ensures that the buyer gets utility that is no less than zero.

After obtaining the parking lot assignment of each buyer,
we now introduce the allocation rule. First, when the parking
lot assignment Gi

t 
= l,∀i ∈ B, meaning that there are no EVs
assigned to parking lot l. In this case, we remove the sellers in
parking lot l from the winning seller set WSt. Then, to ensure
the energy balance, some demand/supply in each parking lot
will be sacrificed, and to ensure fairness, we denote that each
buyer/seller sacrifice is the same rate.

We then use the parking lot assignment Gi
t to compute the

total demand Supplybl in each parking lot l via (10). Then,
the SoC of EVs in each parking lot can be denoted as

SoCl = min{Supplyl, Demandl}
max{Supplyl, Demandl} , l ∈ L. (14)

To obtain the correct allocation volume, we consider the
following two cases.

Case A: When the total supply is larger than the total
demand in parking lot l : Supplyl > Demandl. The sell-
ers in this parking lot should sacrifice their supply to make
sure there is power balance. Thus, the allocation can be
determined by

Qi
t(θ t) =

{
di, i ∈WBt

di × SoCl, i ∈WSt.
(15)

Case B: When the total supply is not larger than the total
demand in parking lot l : Supplyl ≤ Demandl. The buyers
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Algorithm 3: Allocation
Input: t,WSt , WBt , e1, e2
Output: Allocation Qt

i(θ), parking lot assignment Gt
i

1 Get parking lot assignment Gt
i by solving problem 13.

2 for l ∈ L do
3 Get SoCl by Equation 14
4 if

∑

PLSi=l
di >

∑

i∈B,Gt
i=l

di| then

5 ∀i ∈ WBt: Qt
i(θ

t) ← di
6 ∀i ∈ WSt: Qt

i(θ
t) ← di × SoCl

7 else
8 ∀i ∈ WBt: Qt

i(θ
t) ← di × SoCl

9 ∀i ∈ WSt: Qt
i(θ

t) ← di
10 end
11 end
12 return Qt

i(θ), Gt
i .

in this parking lot should sacrifice their demand. Thus, the
allocation can be determined by

Qi
t(θ t) =

{
di × SoCl, i ∈WBt

di, i ∈WSt.
(16)

By balancing the trading volume of each EV in individual
parking lots l ∈ L, we can obtain the final allocation volume
Qi

t(θ t).
In this stage, the auction process at time slot t is compete,

the winning EVs are stored at set WSt and WBt, the pay-
ment of individual EVs is stored as Yi

t(θ t), and the allocation
volume and optimal parking lot assignment of individual EVs
are determined as Qi

t(θ t) and Gi
t, respectively. The detailed

procedure of the allocation process is given in Algorithm 3.
The complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n), where n represents
the number of parking lots.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We now prove that the proposed auction scheme satisfies
the desired economic properties of individual rationality, weak
budget balance, and incentive compatibility, as well as the
privacy property of k-anonymity, through theoretical analysis.
Several theorems and lemmas are provided in this section.

Theorem 1: The proposed location privacy-preserving online
double auction scheme achieves individual rationality for each
participant in the auction market.

Proof: Based on the workflow described in Section IV,
for the EV that wins the bid, there exists bi >

maxγ∈{max{tdi−λ,0},...,t}{zi
γ (θγ )}. According to the allocation

component described in Section IV-C, the EV will obtain
non-negative allocation Qi

t(θ t) ≥ 0. In addition, according
to the payment rule, the price Yi

t(θ t) that the winning EV
obtains is smaller than its valuation bi. Thus, for the EV that
wins the bids, the utility at time slot t can be denoted as
Ui(θi) = (bi − Yi

t(θ t))Qi
t(θ t) ≥ 0, in which Ui(θi) repre-

sents the utility of EV i, and Yi
t(θ t) and Qi

t(θ t) represent the
payment and allocation of EV i, respectively.

On the other hand, for those EVs that are not able to win
the bids at time slot t, there exist Qi

t(θ t) = 0 and Yi
t(θ t) = 0.

Thus, their utilities at this time are zero.

In summary, during time slots T , EV i obtains non-negative
utility and our online double auction scheme achieves
individual rationality.

Theorem 2: The proposed location privacy-preserving online
double auction scheme achieves power balance and weak
budget balance.

Proof: Recall that, from the allocation rule in
Section IV-C, at any time slot t, the online double auc-
tion scheme ensures balance between the energy transactions
Qi

t(θ t) of buyers and sellers. For those EVs that cannot win the
bids, the trading volume

∑
i/∈BWt,i/∈SWt Qi

t(θ t) is 0. Thus, the
truthful online double auction scheme achieves power balance.

In addition, we can observe that at any time period γ , for
buyers i ∈ B, the valid price is zi

t(θ t) = br
b. For sellers i ∈ S,

the valid price is zi
t(θ t) = bk

s according to the mechanism for
deriving the valid price described in Section IV-B. In either
case, there exists br

b ≥ bk
s. Thus, we have br

b + bk
s ≥ 0.

Meanwhile, due to the payment rule in step 4 of
Section IV-B, at time slot t, for the EV that wins the bids,
the unit price of the electricity is Yi

t. Thus, the total payment
during time slot T is greater than 0. Due to the power balance,
we have

∑

i∈BWt

Yi
t(θ t)Qi

t(θ t)+
∑

i∈SWt

Yi
t(θ t)Qi

t(θ t) ≥ 0.

For those that do not win the bids, their allocations and unit
prices are all 0. Thus, we have Qi

t(θ t) = 0 and Yi
t(θ t) = 0.

Then, at all the time slots T , we have
∑

Yi
t(θ t)Qi

t(θ t) ≥ 0. (17)

This means that the auctioneer does not have to inject money
into the market when our proposed online double auction
scheme is in place. Thus, our online double auction scheme
achieves weak budget balance.

Theorem 3: The proposed location privacy-preserving online
double auction scheme achieves incentive compatibility.

Proof: As mentioned above, the EVs are allowed to
misreport the arriving time, departure time, and valuations.
Thus, to investigate the incentive compatibility of our auction
scheme, we consider the following two cases.

1) Case A (Misreport Valuation): For the EV winners in the
auction process, when they misreport valuations to be
greater than valid prices, the winners remain unchanged,
as well as the utility. This is because the payment is
determined according to the valid price, not the reported
valuations. On the other hand, when the reported valua-
tions are smaller than the valid price, these EVs cannot
win the auction and gain zero utility. Moreover, for the
EVs that cannot win the auction, if they win the auc-
tion by reporting greater valuations, the utility will be
smaller than zero. This is due to the fact that the true
valuation of those EVs are smaller than the valid price,
and the utility is calculated as the true valuation minus
the valid price.

2) Case B (Misreport Arriving/Departure Time): Recall
from Section II-A that the EVs can only misreport a
smaller time period. By doing this, they may lose the
auction at this stage and the utility will decrease.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETER

In summary, the proposed auction scheme achieves the
property of incentive compatibility.

Theorem 4: The proposed location privacy-preserving online
double auction scheme satisfies k-anonymity.

Proof: We use k to denote the number of buyers in
a single cloaking area. If an adversary obtains the location
of a buyer, the adversary cannot identify the exact location
of the buyer with a probability greater than 1/k. Thus, our
proposed location privacy-preserving online double auction
scheme satisfies k-anonymity.

For better understanding, we will use an example to show
how our proposed scheme ensures k-anonymity for the EVs’
location privacy preservation. We consider that there are 20
EVs that submit their bids in the same cloaking area A. For
those EVs, the auctioneer only holds the virtual location coor-
dinates (the center of the cloaking area) instead of their exact
location coordinates. Although the adversary is capable of
obtaining an EV’s location coordinates (x′, y′) in the cloak-
ing area, he/she could not determine which EV the location
coordinates belongs to. Then, if the adversary invades into
the system, he/she would only know there are 20 EVs in this
cloaking area. In other words, the adversary cannot distinguish
the EV who is located at (x′, y′) with the probability greater
than 1/20.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We now present the experimental results of the auction
scheme. In the following, we first introduce the evaluation
methodology and then present the experimental results.

A. Methodology

We consider the auction market in some areas of Xi’an,
China. We show the key simulation parameters in Table II.
As is shown in Fig. 4, the map of Xi’an, and the location of
the parking lots, as well as the three level areas are displayed.
All the simulations are carried on MATLAB, and conducted
on a computer with 3.7 GHz Inter Core i7-8700K CPU and
64G RAM. Finally, all simulation results are averaged over
100 runs to obtain consistent results.

Fig. 4. Map of Xi’an.

To measure the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, we
define the following metrics.

1) SR: It is defined as the ratio between the number winning
EVs and the number of total EVs.

2) SoC: It indicates the average SoC of all winning EVs.
A larger number represents a good charging ratio, and
1 indicates that the winning EVs are fully charged.

3) DS: It is referred as the ratio between the minimum
distance that refers to the distance from the buyers to the
nearest parking lots and the actual distance that refers
to the distance from the buyers to the final assigned
parking lots. The ratio is generally smaller than 1, where
1 indicates the EV has been allocated to the nearest
parking lot. A small DS means that the allocated parking
lot is far from the EV.

B. Evaluation Results

We now describe the evaluation results of our auction
scheme with respect to the following three aspects: 1) auc-
tion performance; 2) privacy-preserving performance; and
3) overhead.

1) Auction Performance:
a) Demand response: Fig. 5(a) illustrates the results of

the power supply capacity in a microgrid, where our auction
scheme is in place. The arrival time of EVs follows the Poisson
distribution. We can observe from the figure that the peak
load is significantly decreased in this scenario. Thus, we con-
clude that our auction scheme is helpful in assuring the stable
operation of microgrid.

b) EV charging cost: From the perspective of EV own-
ers, one major concern is whether significant profits can be
obtained in the auction market. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the EV
charging costs with and without the auction scheme, as well as
the discharging revenue. Here, for the EVs that want to charge
or discharge, the cost/revenue with the auction is defined as the
payment rule in Section IV-B, while the charging cost with-
out the auction is defined as

∑
t∈T,i∈BWt Qi

t(θ t)Price(t). Also,
Price(t) represents the real time electricity price. Our findings
show that, for those EVs that have insufficient energy, the
EV charging cost when our proposed auction scheme is used
is significantly less than the cost when the auction is not in
place. For those EVs that have surplus energy, they benefit by
participating in the auction market.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Load curve of power grid and (b) EV profit.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) SW and (b) SR.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of the online double
auction scheme, we consider the following metrics: 1) SW;
2) SR; 3) SoC; and 4) DS. We also evaluate the parameter sen-
sitivity of our online double auction scheme, including: 1) the
number of EVs, and waiting patience ω and 2) the weight
of charging distance e1, and the weight of demand/supply
sacrifice e2.

c) Social welfare versus the number of EVs and waiting
patience: Fig. 6(a) illustrates the SW versus the number of
EVs and their waiting patience. We can observe that SW grows
significantly with the increase in both the number of EVs and
their waiting patience. Particularly, when the number of EVs is
fixed and waiting patience increases, the growth of SW will be
slow and converge at a waiting patience of 20. This is because
the EV owners will have more time to stay in the auction
market with the growth of waiting patience, thus providing
more opportunities for EV owners to ultimately win the bids.
On the other hand, when the waiting patience is fixed and the
number of EVs increases, the SW will grow as well.

d) SR versus the number of EVs and waiting patience:
We evaluate the relationship between number of EVs, waiting
patience and SR shown in Fig. 6(b). We can see from the
figure that the SR increases with the growth of the number
of EVs. This is because more EVs in the market will lead to
higher opportunity for individual participants to win the bids

Fig. 7. Impact of weight.

and asks. We can also observe that the SR increases as the
waiting patience increases, because the EVs will obtain more
trading opportunities. Nonetheless, when the waiting patience
grows to 20, the EV has sufficient time to participate in the
auction market, and the seller SR converges at this waiting
patience. The maximum SR reaches 48 %.

e) SW, SR, DS, SR versus charging distance and
demand/supply sacrifice: From Fig. 7, we can see the tenden-
cies of SW, SR, DS, and SoC with respect to the variations in
weight factors of charging distance (e1) and demand/supply
sacrifice (e2). In this simulation, the number of EVs is set
to 1000, waiting patience is set to 30, and we consider the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) One EV performance and (b) total performance.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) One EV’s privacy leakage and (b) privacy leakage.

following three cases: e1 = 0.5 and e2 = 0.5, e1 = 1 and
e2 = 0, and e1 = 0 and e2 = 1, which indicate the balance
case, distance preference case, and sacrifice preference case,
respectively. We can see that the SW is reduced in both the
distance preference and sacrifice preference cases compared to
the balance case. The reason behind this is that both the charg-
ing distance and demand/supply sacrifice cause declension of
SW. Regarding SR, it does not show any obvious changes with
the weight factor, because the winners are only determined
by the winning determination component, and the allocation
component does not affect the number of winners. For DS,
we find that the charging distance plays a key role, while
for SoC, the demand/supply sacrifice is maximized. This is
because e1 aims to find the shortest way to the parking lot, and
e2 aims to reduce the demand/supply sacrifice to improve the
SoC. Notice that the SoC achieves 97 % in the demand/supply
sacrifice case.

2) Privacy-Preserving Performance: In the following, we
show the impact of privacy level on the auction results. In the
experiments, the number of EVs is set to 1000.

a) One EV’s utility, DS versus privacy level: Fig. 8(a)
illustrates the average utility and DS of EV with respect to
privacy level. From the figure, we can see that the utility and
DS decrease with an increase in privacy level. The reason
for this is that a greater privacy level means a larger cloak-
ing area, making the EV’s virtual location (i.e., the center of
cloaking area) generally farther away from the EV’s actual
location. Thus, the allocated parking lot will also be farther

away from the actual location, leading to the decrease of the
utility of EVs.

b) SW, SR, DS, SoC versus privacy level: Fig. 8(b) illus-
trates the performance of all EVs with respect to SW, DS,
SoC, and SR versus the level of privacy. The SW and DS
follow the same trend as Fig. 8(a), and the reason remains
the same. Meanwhile, the SoC and SR remain essentially
unchanged with any change in privacy level. The reason for
this is that the SoC is mainly determined by the weight of
the demand/supply sacrifice, while SR is only determined by
winner determination. Thus, the privacy level has little impact
on SoC and SR.

c) One EV’s privacy leakage versus privacy level:
We consider one EV that participates in the auction, and
the privacy leakage under different privacy degrees can be
found in Fig. 9(a). From the figure, we can see that a
higher privacy level reduces the probability of privacy leak-
age. Specifically, the probability of privacy leakage is 8 %,
2.2 %, and 0.5 %, for privacy levels one, two, and three,
respectively.

d) Multiple EV’s privacy leakage versus privacy
level: In this evaluation, we consider an auction market that
consists of 500 EVs, and the buyer EVs are allowed to choose
different privacy levels. In Fig. 9(b), we show the privacy leak-
age probability of 20 random EVs. From this figure, we can
see that different privacy degrees result in different privacy
leakage. Obviously, the probabilities of the privacy leakage
under different privacy degrees are 10 %, 5 %, 1 %. The results
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Fig. 10. Time cost.

confirm that the location information of the EVs are well
protected through the proposed auction scheme.

3) Overhead:
a) Computation overhead: To validate the computational

efficiency of our scheme, we show the computation time with
respect to the number of EVs, in a range of 500 to 5000. As
shown in Fig. 10, the time cost increases with the number of
EVs. Particularly, when there are 5000 EVs, the time cost is
less than 1.2 s, which is highly acceptable.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss several extensions and future
directions of this paper from the following aspects: privacy-
preservation and application scenarios.

A. Extension for Differential Privacy Mechanisms

In this paper, the privacy-preserving double auction scheme
that we have designed ensures that sensitive information
can be protected via k-anonymity guarantee. As a new
paradigm for privacy-preserving schemes, differential privacy-
based schemes are capable of revealing information about
the outcome of the mechanism as a whole, while pro-
tecting the privacy of each individual, and should be
considered in the double auction process investigated in
this paper. Nonetheless, existing differential privacy mech-
anisms [25], [31] are designed for one-side auctions only.
Notice that, as the electricity market investigated in this paper
contains multiple buyers and multiple sellers, applying differ-
ential privacy directly will result in an ineffective auction with
respect to SW and SR. To this end, designing an effective dif-
ferential privacy-based double auction mechanism for EV DR
is a challenging issue, which requires further investigation.

B. More Complicated Scenarios in the Smart Grid

In this paper, the proposed auction scheme focuses on the
scenario in which each EV can only submit single bid for
the parking lot. As an extension, scenarios in which each
EV can submit multiple bids for each parking lot should be
considered. In this case, we shall design enhanced double
auction schemes so that the EV owners are able to submit
their multiple bids/asks with their geographical locations to
the MGCC through their supported mobile devices. Then,
the MGCC will make optimal determinations on the winners,

payments, allocations, and routes for each EV by solving a
combination optimization problem, which combines the SWM
with route planning, while protecting sensitive information
(i.e., valuations and locations of the participants) from being
revealed. Furthermore, online mechanisms that enable energy
trading among EVs and the geo-distributed charging stations
should be designed as well.

C. Extension for Other Applications

As an effective and fair market mechanism, double auction
schemes enable transactions which involve multiple buyers and
sellers, and multiple unit entities (electricity, goods, etc.) or
virtual products (spectrum, data offloading, etc.) With the rapid
development of IoT technologies [1], big data, cloud/edge
computing [32], and the sharing economy [33], the application
of double auction mechanisms shall go beyond their origi-
nal scope and be extended to additional areas. For instance,
with the massive and widespread use of smart mobile devices,
more fine-grained data with private information will be gen-
erated and shared. Privacy-preserving double auction schemes
shall be designed to enable data trading with the support of
cloud/edge computing and mobile computing techniques [32].
In addition, as a typical example of the sharing economy,
Uber,1 DiDi,2 and others are capable of providing cars accord-
ing to consumers requests from applications installed on
mobile devices. The auction framework proposed in this paper
can be applied to these applications to allocate cars to con-
sumers while protecting the private information of car owners
and consumers. Other smart city applications (matching park-
ing spaces, parking lot sharing, etc.) shall be designed with
the consideration of privacy-preserving double auctions so that
resources can be used and shared effectively while the privacy
of participants can be protected.

VIII. RELATED WORK

IoV is a typical application of IoT, that supports the informa-
tion exchange among vehicles and the environment. The major
objective of IoV is to achieve transportation safety, and green,
cost-effective and intelligent services in large areas [6]. A large
number of recent research efforts have been conducted with
respect to different aspects of IoV, including communication
protocols, management, security and privacy [34]–[36].

With the development of intermittent demand, supply,
and generation technologies (e.g., renewable energy resource,
EVs), energy trading becomes a viable way to reduce the inter-
mittency and instability these technologies introduce in the
smart grid. There have been a number of research efforts on
energy trading in the smart grid [15], [37]–[39]. For example,
Tushar et al. [37] proposed a double auction-based scheme
that enables users to share their free energy storage in the
community. The proposed auction scheme was proven to sat-
isfy both incentive compatibility and individual rationality.
Ma et al. [40] proposed an enhanced Arrow-d’Aspremont-
Gerard-Varet auction scheme for demand side management,

1[Online]. Available: https://www.uber.com/
2[Online]. Available: http://www.didichuxing.com/en/
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which supports energy trading among energy providers and
users. Zeng et al. [39] designed an auction scheme to enable
energy trading among EVs.

Truthfulness is one of the most important properties in the
auction market to ensure fair trading among all participants.
Nonetheless, inducing bidders to submit truthful information
makes it easier for the adversary to obtain user’s private and
sensitive information, especially the location information in
our EV charging market. Location privacy has been a grow-
ing research concern, and a number of schemes have been
proposed to address location privacy issues [41], including
k-anonymity [21], differential privacy [17], mix-zone [22],
obfuscation [19], dummy location [42], and others. For exam-
ple, Yang et al. [22] presented a mix-zone-based location
privacy-preserving scheme to hide user identity, which could
be used to defend against linkage attacks. Yin et al. [17]
proposed a location privacy-preserving scheme to protect
user location by adding Laplace noise to the original loca-
tion. Zhang et al. [43] designed the scheme to construct
an anonymity set that contains k similar users to ensure
k-anonymity.

In contrast, in this paper we focus on the energy trading
among the EVs via V2V technology. Specially, we consider a
realistic scenario in which several parking lots act as the trad-
ing platform for EV charging and discharging. We developed
a new online double auction scheme that adopts multiobjective
optimization to address both the energy trading and route plan-
ning of EVs. We also design a privacy-preserving mechanism
that constructs cloaking areas to protect the location privacy
of EV users. Through both theoretical analysis and extensive
experiments, our data shows the proposed scheme can achieve
great economic properties, k-anonymity, and low overhead.

IX. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of EV charging
and discharging in a microgrid containing several parking lots,
via V2V technology. To provide the location privacy protec-
tion, we have developed a novel location privacy-preserving
online double auction scheme. First, we have developed a valid
price rule to determine the winners in the auction market, and
then we have designed a mechanism to hide the real location
of buyers via cloaking area. Theoretical analysis has proven
that our scheme satisfies the economic properties of individual
rationality, weak budget balance, and incentive compatibility,
as well as the privacy property of k-anonymity. Extensive eval-
uation results demonstrate that the proposed auction scheme
benefits the microgrid in peak load shifting while reducing the
charging cost of EVs. Moreover, our proposed auction scheme
achieves good performance with regard to SW, SR, SoC, DS,
privacy leakage protection, and computational overhead.
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